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TRACK 4: AVIONICS

 “OPTIMISATION OF PILOT RESOURCES VIA
AVIONICS INTEGRATION OF 3D-AUDIO”

BY
MR MORTEN WEISE SCHOUSEN

TERMA AIRBORNE SYSTEMS
 MAJOR HANS PETER BAGGER (BAN)

ROYAL DANISH AIR FORCE
ABSTRACT

The past years has seen a global trend of governments demanding their armed
forces to reduce their spending or at least make better use of existing resources. As
the number of conflicts has shown no signs of decreasing, the use of new and
sophisticated technology seems as an attractive way to meet these demands.

One such technology has proven its ability to greatly increase the efficiency of fighter
pilots flying operational missions very recently. During the NATO led operation
codenamed “Operation Unified Protector” over Libya, pilots of the Royal Danish Air
Force (RDAF) were able to fly more sorties than most of their colleagues from other
participating air forces. After termination of the operation, the statistics showed that
pilots of the RDAF had delivered close to as many bombs as their colleagues from
Great Britain but with half the number of pilots and aircraft. This achievement the
RDAF attributed to the working environment of RDAF F-16s and in part the 3D-Audio
and Active Noise Reduction system installed in these aircraft.

The presentation will be split in two: A theoretical and integration orientated part and
a testimonial part given by a member of RDAF.

The theoretical and integration orientated part will explain the technologies and
integration impact on an ordinary F-16 aircraft. The spatial sound image is provided
via binaural sound technology. The presentation will give a high level introduction to
the challenges faced when the 3D representation is created by only two speakers
inside a headset. This is a very different challenge than when creating a 3D sound
image via multiple loudspeakers located at different position in a room - the surround
sound known from cinemas or private homes.

As a case study, the presentation will walk through the integration process with the
existing avionics and draw upon a recently completed case of providing 3D-Audio &
ANR to a test aircraft of an air force. The case will demonstrate an installation, which
provides two of the three benefits of the technology:

1) Spatial separation of radio and sound cues
2) Active noise reduction

The test installation was complete in less than one day. The remaining benefit, the
integration of the on-board EW sensor systems was omitted, as this integration was
not deemed important to prove the case.
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The testimonial part will present statistical data on actual flight performance and
provide the audience with an understanding of the stress factors experienced by
normal F-16 pilots flying conventional audio and intercom solutions as opposed to
the new environment with 3D-Audio and ANR. This part will provide examples from
Operation Unified Protector.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKERS

Mr Morten Weise Schousen is Director, Terma Global Sales with
special focus on airborne products and services for the Asian
market. Terma Airborne Systems develops and integrates aircraft
self-protection solutions and solution which enhances situational
awareness and reduces workload leading to reduced pilot workload.
Terma Airborne Solutions is headquartered at Lystrup (Denmark).
Morten Schousen has been employed by Terma since 2011 as a

result of Terma Airborne Solution’s decision to strength its market position in Asia.

Prior to joining Terma, Mr Morten was held a position of President of CCI Japan, a
supplier of publishing solution to large media houses and responsible for the
business development for CCI in Asia in general. He has 20 years of experience
working in Asia with Asian business partners and customers. Before joining CCi,
Morten worked as an independent IT developer and consultant developing complex
financial decision support solution for the banking sector and PC based controllers
for production line industry robots.

Mr Morten holds a MSc in Computer Science and Math from the University of Aarhus.
He has a daughter, Elvira.

Major Hans Peter Bagger is acting Operations Group Commander
at Fighter Wing Skrydstrup in Denmark. As such he is in command
of both the Danish F-16 fighter squadrons and the 100 operational
support personnel supporting them. Hans Peter Bagger joined the
Royal Danish Air Force (RDAF) in 1988 and started pilot training in
1991. Since then he has been Aircraft Commander of 5 types of jet
aircraft, piloted another 5 types and amassed a total of 2.500 flying

hours. He took part in Operation Allied Force over Kosovo in 1998 as an operational
pilot and has flown the Danish F-16 A- and B-models (including MLU) for 1.500
hours until 2011.

He was posted to the RDAF HQ as head of Fighter Section responsible for all
acquisition and operational development of the F-16's. Last year he was posted back
to Fighter Wing Skrydstrup as Chief Of Staff at the Operational Group, his main
responsibility being to ensure the operational level of the Danish Fighter Pilots. In
connection with being appointed Acting Operational Group Commander this year,
Major Bagger has started his conversion back to the F-16 and expects to regain
operational level late summer 2014. Major Bagger has completed the Senior Staff
Course at the Royal Defence College in 2008, is married and has two teenage boys.


